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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a framework for improving the
ranking function training and the re-ranking process for web
search personalization. Our method is based on utilizing
clickthrough data from several users in order to create multiple ranking functions that correspond to different topic
areas. Those ranking functions are combined each time a
user poses a new query in order to produce a new ranking,
taking into account the similarity of the query with each of
the topic areas mentioned before. We compare our method
with the traditional approaches of training one ranking function per user, or per group of users and we show preliminary
experimental results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval—Relevance feedback, Search process,
Clustering.

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords
Search engine, ranking, training, clickthrough data, relevance judgement, clustering

1.

INTRODUCTION

Lately, a lot of effort has been put in finding ways to
personalize web search results. Several models for ranking
function training have been proposed [21, 3, 6] and a great
number of studies on user search behavior and feedback have
been performed [20, 1, 7, 12].
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To the best of our knowledge, most approaches of learning
ranking functions for search personalization, utilize machine
learning techniques that train a ranking function for a user
or a group of users with similar search behaviour. So, no
matter how diverse the search topics of a user, or a group of
users sharing a common ranking function training, are, the
re-ranking/personalization of the search results is based on
the same model.
However, it is often the case that a user searches in more
than one different areas of interest that could lead to completely different ranking function training models. Consider
for example the following search scenario. A phd student
working on information retrieval (IR) issues would like to
search for papers related to clickstream data, machine learning techniques and ranking. Her search is usually based on
keywords related to IR. Since ACM is a well-known digital
library, she would probably prefer clicking on results from
that data source. So, a proper model for this search behavior would train a ranking function that favors results whose
titles have high textual similarity with the query and results
containing the word “acm” in their title or url.
However, the user would also like to search for information
about a new cellphone she would like to buy. She would use
the brandname of the cellphone as well as words like ”review” or ”hands on” as keywords. Also, she would probably
click on results coming from forums where users discuss their
experience/opinion about the cellphone and/or on video results which would present the phone’s functionality. So a
model suitable for this kind of search would favor results
containing the word “forum/blog” in their url and video results.
Thus, it is evident that training a single ranking function
per user or per group of users with similar search behavior
does not capture the diversity in topics areas that are of user
interest.
Our approach. In this work, we address the aforementioned problem. We present a framework that creates multiple ranking functions, each one corresponding to a different topic area, which are finally combined to produce a final
score for each search result. The main idea is that a ranking function is not trained for a single user, neither a group
of users with similar search behavior. On the contrary, one
ranking function is trained per topic area. That is:
1. We gather clickthrough data from several users and

extract triplets of the form: (query, result list, clicked
results list).
2. Then, we cluster the clicked results based on their textual similarity and for each result cluster Ci , we train a
different ranking function Fi using Ranking SVM. So,
when a user poses a new query, each ranking function
Fi will give a different rank rij for each query result j.
3. We compute the similarity between the query and each
cluster Ci , and we represent it with a weight wi .
4. We then exploit wi s to produce a final ranking list of
results to present to the user.
Outline. In Section 2 we discuss the background issues related to ranking function learning. In Section 3, we present
our method for adjusting the ranking function training and
result re-ranking according to the content of each new query.
In Section 4 we present a preliminary experimental evalution. Section 5 presents the related work and, finally, Section
6 conludes and discusses further work.

2.

RANKING FUNCTION TRAINING
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In this section, we present background information on
ranking function training. We outline the steps that comprise this process, including: a) extraction of relevance relations, b) extraction of features, and c) training of ranking
function.
Relevance relation extraction. Based on the results of a
query, relevance relations can be extracted from either absolute or relative preferences. An absolute preference suggests
that a search result is either relevant or irrelevant to a query.
A relative preference suggests that a search result is more
relevant to a query than another result.
The extraction of those relations is mainly based on the results the user viewed or clicked. There are many approaches
for extracting relevance relations. For instance, in [7, 11],
where an approach that uses relative preferences is adopted,
relevance relations are extracted by taking into consideration the relative position of a pair of results in the initial
ranking. For example, a clicked result c is considered more
relevant than all non-clicked results which are placed higher
than c in the ranking list. An example of absolute preference is presented in [14]. In this work, if a result is clicked,
then it is considered relavant to the query.
Usually, every query-result pair is assigned a score or a
label, named its relevance judgement, that denotes the degree of relevance between the result and the query. The set
of query-result pairs, together with the corresponding relevance judgements, comprise the first component that is input to the training process. The second component involves
feature extraction from the query-result pairs.
Feature extraction. Every query-result pair is represented
by a feature vector which quantifies the matching quality between the query and the result. There exists a great variety
of features that can be used in this process. Content-based
features, which can be extracted from the title, the body,
the anchor and the url of a result, can be used to estimate content similarity between the query and the result
[9]. Some other features are based on hyperlink information
(i.e., pagerank values) [2], or on specific information of the
results such as the domain of the url or the rank of the result in several search engines [7]. Also, such features may

incorporate statistical information over user behaviour, e.g.,
deviation from average time spent for viewing pages [1].
Ranking function training. Ranking function training
aims at assigning a proper weight for each feature used in
feature vectors. Those weights indicate which features are
more important for ranking the search results in the context
of the particular training process. Several training methods
have been proposed, such as Ranking SVM [21], RankNET
[3], RankBoost [6] as well as tuning methods for the aforementioned techniques [4].
Figure 1 shows the overall training process. Once the
ranking function is trained, the results for each new query
are re-ranked according to scores produced by the ranking
function. Those scores are calculated utilizing the weights
found in the previous step and the feature vector of each
new search result. In the example, three labels are used
for relevance judgement: irrelevant, partially relevant and
strongly relevant results respectively. For each query-result
pair viewed or clicked by the user, these relevance judgements can be extracted implicitly as described previously in
this section. For example, if a result is not clicked at all,
it is irrelevant. If it is clicked only 1-2 times, it is partially
relevant, while if it is clicked more times, then it is strongly
relevant.
We should note that, regardless of the approach adopted,
there has to be a specific representation of the relevance
relations, so that they can be used as input to a ranking
function training system. In this paper, we adopt the representation format of SVMlight1 , which is a popular tool that
implements Ranking SVM. Also, we should point out that
our method sticks to the process described above, proposing
a different perspective in the training and re-ranking phases.
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Figure 1: Ranking function training.

3.

COLLABORATIVE TRAINING

In our method, we consider clickthrough data of the form:
(query, result list, clicked results list). We are based on
Joachims model [7] according to which a clicked result is
more relevant to the query than all non-clicked results in
higher rank. These relevance relations produce relevance
1
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judgments to train a ranking function and adapt ranking to
user needs.
Our aim is to have multiple ranking functions, each one
trained per search topic. We identify search topics by clustering user clickthrough data, and more specifically results
clicked by users. Our approach involves the following steps:
• First, we perform clustering on the clicked results of
all queries posed by users. We choose to cluster the
clicked results instead of the queries to capture user
behaviour because we consider them more informative
about the user information need. According to the
well known example, if a user searches for “jaguar”,
some results will be related to the animal and some
others to the car. If we use the query text and cluster
the queries, the information about which of these two
concepts the user is actually interested in will be lost.
On the contrary, if we cluster the clicked results using,
i.e., title and abstract text, we will be able to capture
her actual interest.

All documents (i.e., search results) are initially partitioned
into two clusters (i.e., bisected). Then, one of these clusters
is selected and is further bisected. This process is repeated
until we get the desired number of clusters. In each step,
the selection of the cluster to be bisected and the bisection
itself, is done in such a way that the bisection optimizes the
value of a clustering criterion function.
The criterion function used to form the clusters aims at
maximizing the following quantity:
k s X
X
sim(v, u)
i=1

where k is the number of clusters, Si is the set of documents
of cluster i, and sim(v, u) is the similarity value between
documents v and u in Si .
We employ the cosine similarity as the metric that compares two documents. We apply the cosine similarity function on the documents’ feature vectors as shown in the following Equation:

After the clustering is performed, groups of results
with similar content are formed. We call these groups
topic clusters.
• We need a mechanism to calculate the similarity of every new query with each of the extracted clusters. For
this reason, we use titles and abstracts of all (clicked)
results belonging to a cluster as the textual representation of this cluster. We build an inverted file index
to be able to calculate the similarity of the query with
the textual representation of each cluster.
• We need to create one ranking function model per topic
cluster. To achieve that, we use as training input only
clickthrough data related to the corresponding topic
cluster.

Pn
(wtdvi × wtdui )
pPn
sim(v, u) = pPn i=1 2
2
wtd
vi ×
i=1
i=1 wtdui
Following this process, we obtain N topic clusters, with
each one containing similar clicked results.

3.2

1. We pose the query to the Lucene search engine.
2. The search engine uses its own scoring function to calculate the simirarity of each indexed document with
the query.
3. A list of documents is returned, along with a score that
indicates how similar to the query they are.
4. The scores are normalized so that the sum of all scores
equals to 1.

Next, we describe in detail the aforementioned steps.

Clustering of Search Results

Consider a feature space φ of n terms, φ = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn },
where n is the total number of distinct terms in all clicked
results for all queries of all users. We represent each result
by a feature vector vi = {wtdi1 , wtdi2 , . . . , wtdin }, where
wtdik = tfik ∗log(N/dfk ), tfik is the frequency of occurrence
of term tk in document i, N is the number of results, and dfk
is the number of results that contain the term tk . We should
note that, in our approach, we take into consideration the
title and the abstract of each result in order to extract those
features.
After extracting the features, we cluster the results having
similar content. We use a partitional clustering method that
utilizes repeated bisections [16, 17]. This method has been
shown to have excellent performance when dealing with document collections [16]. In the following, we give an overview
of the clustering method.

Cluster Indexing

Given a topic cluster Ci , we extract the text from the titles
and abstracts of all the results it contains. We regard this
text as the cluster’s textual representation. In this way, we
obtain a collection of “documents” representing the topic
clusters. Then, we build an inverted file index on these
documents using the Lucene2 IR engine. The index is then
used to calculate the similarity of any new query (see Section
3.4) with each cluster:

• This final step deals with the re-ranking of the results,
utilizing the clusters created previously. When a new
query is posed, we re-rank its results using all available
ranking function models producing N different rankings, where N the number of topic clusters. In order to
compose the final ranking, we combine those rankings
taking into account the similarity of the query with
each topic cluster.

3.1

v,u∈Si

5. We assign each normalized document score to the corresponding topic cluster.

3.3

Ranking function training

For every extracted topic cluster Ci we train a different
ranking function Fi as described in Section 2. The training
is based on Joachims’ model [7, 11] using ranking SVMs.
Relevance judgments and feature vectors are used as input
to the SVMs. The relevance judgements are produced by
the users’ clicks. To construct feature vectors, we have implemented the following features:
1. Textual similarity between query and (title, abstract,
URL) of the result. The similarity is computed with 3
different types: tfidf, BM25 and Lucene scoring function. This results to 9 different similarity features.
2
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Figure 2: Training and re-ranking approaches
2. Domain of the result (.com, .edu, etc): 73 boolean
features (i.e., exist or not).

• The final rank for each result j for query q is given by
the type:

3. Rank of the result in Google search engine.
4. Special words found such as “blog”, “forum”, “wiki”,
“portal”, etc, found in the result’s title, abstract or
url. Each word corresponds to 3 feature values. These
values depend on the similarity scores of this word on
the result’s title, abstract and url.
5. URL suffix (.html, .pdf, .ppt): boolean features.
6. 100 most frequent words found in all result documents
of all previous searches. Each word corresponds to 3
feature values. These values depend on the similarity
scores of this word on the result’s title, abstract and
url.
As training input for the Ranking SVM, we use only clickthrough data related to the corresponding topic cluster. That
is, we regard only query-result pairs, where results belong
to the same cluster. This process results to the creation of
N ranking function models, where N is the number of topic
clusters.

3.4

Re-Ranking

All steps described in the previous sections regard the
training phase. This section deals with re-ranking which is
performed after training is over. Re-ranking involves the
following issues:
• When a user poses a new query q, its similarity score
wqi with every topic cluster Ci is calculated as described in Section 3.2.
• Then, using each ranking model Fi , we produce N different rankings Rqi for query q (rqij the rank of result
j) according to model Fi , corresponding to cluster Ci .

rank(q, j) =

N
X

wqi rqij

i=1

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we present a preliminary experimental
evaluation of our method. First, we present our experimental dataset.

4.1

Dataset

In order to obtain clickthrough data, we set up a logging
mechanism over Google Search Engine. The application is
able to keep track of the queries posed by the users, the result list returned from Google (i.e., title, abstract and URL),
and the result URLs that were clicked by the users. Also, it
records auxiliary information, such as (a) the IPs, so that we
are able to distinguish the users, and (b) the exact date and
time of queries and result clicks, in order to be able to divide
the clickthrough dataset into training and test dataset.
We asked from 10 users, phd students and researchers
from our lab, to search on Google for information relevant
to a given set of topics for a two-months period. The search
topics were the following: Gadgets, Cinema, Auto & Moto,
Life & health, and Science. The users were asked to select
1 to 3 out of these topics and focus their search mainly
on those, without, however, to restrict them from searching
for information relevant to the other topics. During this
period of time, we got clickthrough data for 671 queries.
We used 75% of clickthrough data as the training dataset
(501 queries), and the 25% as the test dataset (170 queries).

4.2

Preliminary Results

We evaluate the effectiveness of the following approaches
for training ranking functions:
T1: Training one ranking function per user.

T2: Training one ranking function per group of users who
are expected to have similar search behaviors.
T3: Collaborative ranking function training (our approach).
Our dataset is based on implicit user feedback, and not
on data explicity judged. Thus, there are only a few relevance judgements for the results of each query. So, it was
not possible to use evaluation metrics such as Precision and
Mean Average Precision, since those metrics require a great
number of query results in the test dataset to have relevance judgements. In our case, for most queries we have
judgements (i.e., clicks by the users) for 1 or 2 results.
However, what we were able to do, was to compare the
ranks coming from the different ranking function training
approaches. Specifically, we executed 3 rounds of ranking
function training and re-ranking (one for each approach T1,
T2 and T3), and compared the ranks of clicked results in
the new re-ranked result lists.
The results are presented in Table 1. Since our method
depends on clustering quality, we also give results obtained
varying the number of clusters created (see Section 3.1).
The values presented in column “T3-T1” (“T3-T2”) are the
average differences in the ranks of the clicked results in the
new re-ranked result lists produced by approaches T1 and
T3 (T2 and T3). For example, the value 3 shows that our
approach T3 moves the clicked results 3 positions higher, on
average, compared to T1.
num of clusters
5
10
15
20
25

T3-T1
3
-14
-11
-9
-12

T3-T2
27
11
10
15
12

Table 1: Average differences of clicked results ranks
in the new re-ranked result lists
Determining the proper clustering arrangement, we can
improve the re-ranking process for personalization of search
results. We can see that for the first clustering arrangement
(5 clusters) our method outperforms the other two.
Some interesting results are presented in Table 2 where
each cell shows the percentage of clicked results belonging
to each cluster for each user. For example, 31% of results
clicked by user 2 belong to the topic area represented by
cluster 1.
We observe that there are users who searched only in one
topic area (users 1 and 10), users who searched mainly in
two areas (users 2, 5 and 7) and users who searched in many
areas (users 3, 4, 6, 8 and 9). This observation supports our
intuition that we should train and use more than one ranking
models even for the same user.
We also observe that users 1, 3, 4 and 7 dedicated a respectable percent of their searches in the topic area represented by cluster 4, and, similarly, users 5, 7, 8 and 10 for
cluster 5, and users 5, 6, 8 and 9 for cluster 3. This supports
our intuition that we should train and use ranking models
by combining clickthrough data from more than one users.
Finally, we should note here that we do not aim at comparing the efficiency of different training and ranking models,
but at examining how our method improves the effectiveness
of a given model (in our case Ranking SVM), by creating

multiple ranking functions and combining them according
to the user search needs.

5.

RELATED WORK

In what follows, previous approaches regarding the problem of increasing the quality of ranking function training and
re-ranking are presented. In [18] the authors utilize concept
hierarchies like ODP3 to categorize queries and build user
profiles. They, then, use collaborative filtering techniques to
re-rank query results based on those profiles. Our method
differs in that we do not construct different profiles for each
user, but utilize the information from several users to create
topic clusters, in which users participate.
The approaches described in [12] and [10] are based on
rank promotion of results having low rank. The initial ranking presented to users is slightly altered using several strategies, so that more results are judged by the users. As a
result, a better ranking function training is achieved.
Finally, clustering is exploited in SVM Ranking methods,
but to achieve different goals. In [8], clustering of results is
utilized in order to refine a large training data set, by rejecting those data that are not necessary for the SVM training
phase. Also, in [5], clustering is performed on the ranking
functions learned from training data taken from different
users. In [19] we used clustering to increase the training
input, inferring relevance judgements for unjudged results.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a methodology for improving
the quality of ranking function training. Performing clustering on clickthrough data involving search results clicked
by the users, we find groups of similar results that represent topic areas. Based on those groups, we train multiple
ranking functions each one corresponding to a different topic
area, which are finally combined to produce a final score for
each search result.
The intuition behind our method is that a user may exhibit more than one search behaviors, which cannot be represented by a single ranking model. However, if we exploit
multiple instances of a ranking model, that are collaboratively trained for all users, better results can be achieved.
Thus, we suggest an approach where one ranking function is
trained per topic area, contrary to approaches where a ranking function is trained per user, or for a group of users with
similar search behavior. The experiments show that our approach gives better results compared to those approaches.
Our work is in progress and this is a first-cut approach
to this problem with preliminary experimental results. Evidently, there is room for improvements and expansions.
First, we plan to perform more extended experiments with
larger datasets in order to obtain more reliable results and
study the effects of clustering in the topic area detection. We
also plan to study whether classification techniques using
pre-defined concept hierarchies (ODP) can help in detecting
more appropriate topic areas. Finally, we will study more
sophisticated mechanisms for inferring topic areas. Now, we
cluster clicked results based on their textual content similarity. We believe that we could achieve better results by
performing clustering exploiting the similarity values of feature vectors for each query-result pair.
3
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user
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Cluster 1
0
31
6
11
0
10
2
9
27
2

Cluster 2
0
67
11
48
0
4
0
7
4.5
2

Cluster 3
0
0
16
0
32
72
4
24
55
2

Cluster 4
100
2
67
41
4
7
24
5
4.5
0

Cluster 5
0
0
0
0
64
7
70
55
9
94

Table 2: Percentage of clicked results belonging to each cluster (topic area) for each user.
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